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ABSTRACT

Greybox fuzzing is an automated test-input generation technique that aims to uncover program errors by searching for bug-inducing inputs using a fitness-guided search process. Existing fuzzing approaches are primarily coverage-based. That is, they regard a test input that covers a new region of code as being fit to be retained. However, a vulnerability at a program location may not get exhibited in every execution that happens to visit this program location; only certain program executions that lead to the location may expose the vulnerability. In this paper, we introduce a unified fitness metric called headroom, which can be used within greybox fuzzers, and which is explicitly oriented towards searching for test inputs that come closer to exposing vulnerabilities.

We have implemented our approach by enhancing AFL, which is a production quality fuzzing tool. We have instantiated our approach to detecting buffer overrun as well as integer-overflow vulnerabilities. We have evaluated our approach on a suite of benchmark programs, and compared it with AFL, as well as a recent extension over AFL called AFLGo. Our approach could uncover more number of vulnerabilities in a given amount of fuzzing time and also uncover the vulnerabilities faster than these two tools.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Security and privacy → Penetration testing; Software and its engineering → Search-based software engineering; Empirical software validation.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION

Software vulnerabilities are bugs in code that can lead to unexpected behaviors of the software, which can potentially be exploited by the malicious attackers to gain control over the software during its execution. Automatically identifying test inputs that uncover such vulnerabilities in an existing software can help developers make software secure.
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Search based software testing (SBST) [11, 18, 26] is a class of techniques that can be used to uncover run-time errors in programs by executing the target program with a large number of test inputs generated automatically. These techniques rely on a fitness metric for test inputs to guide the search towards test inputs that meet a testing objective, such as exposing an error. A test input with a higher fitness metric than other test inputs is closer to meeting the testing objective, and is hence used to generate newer inputs. In this way, a test input that reaches the testing objective is likely to get generated eventually.

Greybox fuzzing is a specific kind of SBST approach that is employed in several practical tools and approaches [4, 9, 21, 27]. Here, the idea is to use lightweight instrumentation to collect a profile from a run of the program on each test input, and to use this profile to compute the fitness metric of the corresponding test input. Many of these approaches have the objective of finding test inputs as quickly as possible that cause execution to reach as many parts of the program as possible. Such approaches are known as coverage-based fuzzers. Another class of greybox fuzzing tools, known as directed fuzzers [4], use a fitness metric that gives preference to inputs that bring the program execution closer to a specified vulnerability location.

However, a vulnerability at a program point may not get revealed in every visit to the program point. Only certain executions that reach the vulnerability point may exhibit the vulnerable behavior. For instance, a buffer overrun vulnerability at a buffer access location will get exhibited only in test runs in which the buffer access point points outside the buffer when the location is reached. As another example, an integer overflow vulnerability at a program location will get exhibited only in test runs in which the variable being incremented at the location has a high enough value when the location is reached. A test input that causes a vulnerability location to be reached may need to be fuzzed further to produce an input that not only reaches the vulnerability location but also exposes the vulnerability. However, coverage-based fuzzers and directed fuzzers would consider the objective as being met when a test run reaches the vulnerability location, and would not fuzz the corresponding test input further.

This motivates our key hypothesis, which is that one needs vulnerability specific fitness metrics, which guide the search towards test inputs that not only reach the vulnerability locations, but reach them along execution paths that result in program states that cause the vulnerability to be exposed. We develop this intuition in the rest of this section.

1.1 Motivating example

The example program shown in Figure 1 serves as a motivating and running example. This program first reads its input into a buffer inp (Statement 2). It copies all occurrences of the character 'b' in
Figure 1: Example program with buffer overflow vulnerability at Statement 7

inp into a another buffer outB (Statement 7). The branches in this program are labelled with letters A to F.

Note that this program is vulnerable to buffer overflow errors at Statement 7. Since the size of buffer outB is 250, if the input contains more than 250 occurrences of character 'b', then outB will overflow at this statement.

AFL [27] is a well-known coverage-based greybox fuzzing tool, which we refer to here in order to discuss why coverage-based fuzzing may not suffice to find vulnerabilities. A branch pair is a pair of consecutively executable branches in the program; e.g., in Figure 1, AB, AC, BD, BE, CE, and EF, are examples of branch pairs. A branch pair profile is a profile that records the number of visits to each branch pair in an execution. AFL considers a newly generated test input to be fit and retains it for further fuzzing iff for at least one branch pair bp, the visit count of bp by the execution on t is significantly different from the visit count of the same branch pair by each execution on each other retained test input so far. Roughly speaking, two counts are significantly different if their logarithms to the base 2 are different. AFL uses the higher bar of significant difference as retaining too many test inputs dramatically slows down the efficiency and effectiveness of the search process.

Figure 2 shows (partially) a candidate tree of generated test inputs that may be generated by AFL for our running example. Due to randomization in the mutation operations that are used, the same tree may not be produced in every run of AFL. The root node is the given seed input “a”. The edges represent the parent-child relationships between test inputs. The branch pair profile of each test input is shown in blue color to the right of the input. We may focus in particular on the path in the tree that runs vertically down the middle. The number that is indicated within round parentheses for each test input in this path depicts the number of 'b's in the input (there are no letters other than 'b' in the inputs in this path). We can ignore the red colored numbers within boxes for the moment, as they do not pertain to AFL. The first four inputs in this path will be retained, but the fifth input (with 196 'b's) will actually not be retained as its branch-pair profile is not significantly different from the profile of its parent (i.e., 131 'b's). Therefore, the sixth input (i.e., 261 'b's) would not actually be generated from the fifth input. Note that the sixth input would have been the first one in this path to cause a buffer overflow at Statement 7.

In other words, AFL would need to generate an input containing more than 250 'b’s directly by mutating the fourth test input (i.e., 131 'b’s). This can happen only via a mutation operation that inserts 129 or more 'b’s in a single operation. The randomization in AFL is setup in a way that the probability of inserting a larger number of characters in a single mutation operation is directly proportional to the number of mutant test inputs generated by AFL so far. Therefore, a lot of time could elapse before such “large” mutations are tried.

A naive suggestion here would be to increase the probability of inserting larger number of bytes in mutation operations early in the run of AFL. However, this is a blunt idea, which would produce large input files early on, hence increasing the running time of each test input and hence slowing down the number of mutants that are generated by per unit time. Many of these large mutations may not useful also, e.g., ones that insert more number of 'a’s than 'b’s. Hence, the likelihood of finding vulnerabilities early may not be achieved.

Even directed fuzzing [4] is not necessarily effective in addressing this issue. In our example, a directed fuzzing would consider its objective as having been met the first time Statement 7 is reached. This would happen with the simple input “b” itself, which obviously does not expose the vulnerability.
1.2 Our test generation strategy
To address the issues mentioned above, we introduce a novel idea of using a vulnerability-oriented fitness metric, which we call headroom. A headroom is a number between zero and one, which indicates how close an execution using a test input came to exposing a potential vulnerability at a given vulnerability location. The value zero indicates that the vulnerability was actually exposed at the location, while the value one indicates that run did not come close at all to exposing the vulnerability. How to calculate the headroom depends on the type of vulnerability being targeted, which we will discuss subsequently in this paper. The remainder of our proposal, in a nutshell, is to retain a newly generated test input not only if its coverage is significantly different from the coverage attained by previously generated test inputs, but also if achieves significantly lower headroom at any of the given potential vulnerability locations in the program than other test inputs retained so far.

Figure 2 also illustrates the functioning of our proposed approach on our running example. When targeting buffer overrun vulnerabilities, we define the headroom of a run at a buffer access location (such as Statement 7) as the minimum distance between the location pointed to by the buffer access pointer and the end of the buffer across all visits to this location in the run, divided by the size of the buffer. The red numbers within boxes indicate the headroom achieved by each test input for the buffer access at Statement 7. With our approach, the fifth input in the central path in the tree (i.e., the input with 196 'b's) will be retained, because its headroom of 0.2 is significantly lower than the headrooms achieved by other test inputs generated so far (we will discuss the exact definition of significantly lower headroom in Section 2). Now, the test input with 261 'b's, which overflows the buffer, is likely to be produced sooner than if the fifth input was not retained, because a mutation operation that inserts 65 'b's (65 is 261-196) is much more likely to be tried than one that inserts 130 'b's (which would be required to directly generated the sixth input from the fourth input).

To summarize, our key idea is to retain and then further fuzz test inputs that may not be achieving new coverage, but that are effectively getting closer to exposing complex vulnerabilities, with closeness defined in a vulnerability-specific manner. This obviates the need to wait for undirected, low-probability events of generating large mutations that happen to find the same vulnerabilities.

In the context of grey-box fuzzing, our work is the first to the best of our knowledge that proposes the use of vulnerability-specific fitness metrics to detect complex vulnerabilities. The closest related approaches are optimization formulations in SBST to expose exception conditions [12, 25], and extending fuzzers with domain-specific objectives [20].

Our approach being a generic one, not aimed at a single kind of vulnerability, we describe instantiations of our approach to two different kinds of vulnerabilities, namely, buffer overruns and integer overflows. We describe an implementation of our approach, which is an extension over the popular greybox fuzzing tool AFL. We evaluate our approach using standard benchmarks – namely, the MIT Benchmarks [28], and the SV-COMP benchmarks. Our evaluation reveals that our approach finds 1.8 times more buffer overrun vulnerabilities than two baseline tools, namely, AFL [27] and AFLGo [4], in a given time budget. Our approach finds integer overflow vulnerabilities many times faster than the two baseline tools.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our approach. Section 3 discusses how to instantiate the headroom notion to a few different types of vulnerabilities. Section 4 discusses our implementation, while Section 5 summarizes the evaluation of our approach. Section 6 discusses related work, while Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 VULNERABILITY DETECTION APPROACH
In this section we present our approach in detail. Before we present our approach, we introduce the terminology that is central to our approach.

2.1 Terminology
A vulnerability is a bug at a vulnerability location $vl$ in a program $P$ such that along certain executions paths that reach $vl$ an error occurs, such that the error leads to unexpected behaviors that may cause malicious attackers to exploit the execution for their purposes. Vulnerabilities can be of different types, e.g., buffer overruns, integer overflows, use after free, etc. Let $V_L$ be the set of all such vulnerability locations in a given program $P$. (Our approach allows for different vulnerability locations to exhibit different types of vulnerabilities.) A headroom $h \in [0, 1]$ is a measure of how close a test run came to exposing a vulnerability at a vulnerability location $vl$. A lower value of $h$ represents more closeness to exposing the vulnerability. The value $h = 0$ means that in the run the vulnerability got manifested at $vl$. The vulnerability profile $I_k : V_L \rightarrow [0, 1]$ of a test run is a map from all vulnerability locations $V_L$ to their corresponding head rooms as attained in the run.

In order to determine the fitness of a test input $t$, the vulnerability profile $I_k$ from the test run on $t$ is compared against the vulnerability profiles of the test runs on previously generated inputs so far. Least headrooms $I_k : V_L \rightarrow [0, 1]$ is a global map that contains the least headroom at each vulnerability location witnessed across all test runs retained so far. We define an operation isCloser that takes a vulnerability profile $I_k$ from a run as argument, compares it with $I_k$, and returns a boolean answer, and also updates $I_k$.

```java
bool isCloser(I_k) {
    ret = \exists vl \in V_L. I_k(vl) < I_l(vl)
    I_l = min(I_l, I_k)
    return ret
}
```

The operation $<$ is a comparison in the $\log_2$ scale; i.e., if its second argument is above 0.5 it returns true iff the first argument is below 0.5; if the second argument is between 0.25 and 0.5, it returns true iff the first argument is below 0.25, and so on.

2.2 Our approach
Our approach is a co-evolutionary computation model [14], where two (or more) populations of test inputs evolve simultaneously in a co-operative manner using their own fitness functions. We retain two populations of generated test inputs. Population 1: Test inputs that reach new regions of code compared to previous test inputs. This notion is inherited from coverage-guided fuzzing, and is meant to ensure that runs that progressively reach points closer
Algorithm 1 Test generation for vulnerability detection

**Require**: Program $P$, and a initial input $s$.  
**Ensure**: A tree of test inputs $T_G$ for $P$.

1. Create an empty tree $T_G$ of test inputs.
2. $(e_s, h_s) = \text{RUN}(P, s, \text{data})$ 
3. $t_r, \text{data} = s$ \text{ ($t_r$ is a new tree node)}
4. $t_r, \text{fitness} = \text{computeFitness}(e_s)$
5. $t_r, \text{reasonToRetain} = \text{"default"}$
6. $T_G, \text{setRoot}(t_r)$.
7. $I_L = \hat{A}c_1 \in V_L$, 1
8. repeat
9. Let $t = \text{selectNextH}(T_G)$
10. Let $N = \text{getFuzzPotentialH}(t)$
11. Let $T_n = \text{generateOffspring}(t, N)$
12. for all $t_g$ in $T_n$ do
13. Let $(e_g, h_g) = \text{RUN}(P, t_g, \text{data})$
14. Let $t_g = \text{computeFitness}(e_g)$
15. Let $I_h = \text{getVProfile}(h_g)$
16. if isFit$(t_g)$ or ($b = \text{isCloser}(I_h)$) then
17. $t_g, \text{fitness} = I_g$
18. $t_g, \text{reasonToRetain} = \text{"default"}$
19. if $t$ then
20. $t_g, \text{closeness} = I_h$
21. $t_g, \text{reasonToRetain} = \text{"headroom"}$
22. end if
23. $\text{addChild}(T_G, t, t_g)$
24. end if
25. end for
26. until user terminates the run
27. return $T_G$

and closer to vulnerability locations are generated. **Population 2**: Test inputs that don’t reach new code regions, but reduce headroom at vulnerability locations more than others previously generated test inputs.

Algorithm 1 describes our approach. The approach is basically an enhancement to the widely used greybox fuzzing tool AFL.

Given a program $P$ and an initial test input $s$, the algorithm iteratively generates test inputs, and retains some of them in a tree $T_G$. Each node of the tree corresponds to a test input, and has four fields. The “data” field contains the actual test input (a sequence of bytes). The field “reasonToRetain” indicates which of the two populations the test input belongs to, with value “default” indicating the first population and value “headroom” indicating the second population. The “fitness” field contains the branch-pair coverage profile corresponding to this test input. The field “closeness” is used only for test inputs in the second population, and stores the vulnerability profile.

Lines 2-7 create the root of this tree using the given seed test input $s$. We assume that the program has been instrumented in a way that each run returns a pair of data structures $(e_s, h_s)$ such that the branch-pair profile and the vulnerability profile can be computed from these data structures, respectively. Specifically, the routine $\text{computeFitness}$ computes the branch-pair profile.

The algorithm then works iteratively and continually using the loop that begins at Line 8, generating one or more child test inputs from a selected test input in each iteration. The selection operation selectNextH (called in Line 9) works as follows. In its even-numbered invocations, it selects a Population 1 test input from $T_G$ using AFL’s underlying selection algorithm. In its odd-numbered invocations, it selects one of the Population 2 test-inputs from $T_G$ randomly in a way that the probability of a test input getting selected is high if it has never been fuzzed before (i.e., is a leaf of $T_G$) or has low headroom for some vulnerability location, is moderate if it was fuzzed many iterations back in the run of the algorithm, and is low if it was fuzzed in a recent iteration. The exact values of these thresholds is a tunable parameter.

The fuzzing potential of a test case $t$ is a number, denoted as $N$, and is obtained by invoking the getFuzzPotentialH operation in Line 10. This operation invokes AFL’s underlying fuzzing potential operation in case $t$ is a Population 1 test input, and returns a number that is inversely proportional to the least entry in the vulnerability profile of $t$ in case $t$ belongs to Population 2. Again, the proportionality factor is tunable.

In Line 11, $N$ test inputs are generated as offspring of $t$ (by fuzzing $t, \text{data}$), using AFL’s approach as-is. AFL uses different genetic operators such as flipping bits at specific locations in the $t, \text{data}$, copying bytes from one location in $t, \text{data}$ and writing them to some other location, etc. For simplicity, we do not depict cross-over operations that generate a single child test input from multiple parent test inputs.

Each newly generated test input $t_g$ is executed in Line 13. The routine $\text{getVProfile}$ creates the the vulnerability profile of the test input (see Line 15). The instrumentation that is required to generate a vulnerability profile depends on the type of vulnerability. We discuss this in further detail in Sections 3 and 4.

Lines 16–23 of Algorithm 1 add the newly generated test input $t_g$ if either $t_g$ achieves a different branch-pair profile than other inputs in $T_G$, as tested by AFL’s built-in routine isFit, or has attained less headroom than previously generated test inputs for some vulnerability location, as tested by the routine isCloser, which we had already presented in Section 2.1.

After Algorithm 1 is terminated, the vulnerability exposing test inputs are obtained by picking up the test inputs in $T_G$ whose vulnerability profiles have a zero entry for any vulnerability location.

### 3 Instantiating Headroom to Specific Vulnerability Types

In this section we demonstrate the generality of the notion of headroom by instantiating it to two types of real-life vulnerabilities.

#### 3.1 Buffer overrun vulnerabilities

A buffer overrun occurs when a buffer (or array) is written to beyond its limits. It is a very prevalent vulnerability in real world software; for instance, it ranks third in the top 10 most dangerous software errors in the CVE database [8].

Consider a buffer access location $v_l$ of the form “*ptr = ...”, where ptr is a pointer, and consider a specific visit to this location during a run. Let $A_e$ be the value of ptr during this visit, and let $A_h$ and $s$ be the starting address and size of the allocated buffer.
within which ptr is supposed to point to during this visit (how to determine this is discussed in further detail in Section 4). We define the headroom $h_l$ during this visit as follows:

$$h_l = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } A_c \geq A_h + s \\
\frac{(A_h + s - A_c)}{s}, & \text{if } A_h \leq A_c < A_h + s \\
1, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (1)
$$

Finally, the headroom for the entire run at $v_l$, i.e., $I_h(v_l)$, is defined as the least value of $h_l$ as defined above across all visits to $v_l$ during the run (it is taken as 1 if $v_l$ was not visited at all during the run).

### 3.2 Integer overflow vulnerabilities

Integer overflow (or wraparound) occurs when the result of an operation that involves integer variables goes beyond the range of values that can be represented by the integer type [10]. These operations could be arithmetic operations, value-losing type castings, or bit shift operations. An integer overflow can lead to other vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows or non-termination of programs.

Integer overflows can be of two types. The first type is maximum value wrap around, where a value greater than the maximum representable integer $I_{\text{max}}$ is attempted to be computed, hence causing the result to erroneously wrap around to the negative side. Let $i_o$ be the value that is sought to be computed at a vulnerability location (that is, a location where one of the operations named above occurs) during a specific visit to this location during a run. Then, the headroom corresponding to this visit can be defined as:

$$h_l = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } i_o > I_{\text{max}} \\
\frac{(I_{\text{max}} + 1 - i_o)}{I_{\text{max}}}, & \text{if } 0 < i_o \leq I_{\text{max}} \\
1, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (2)
$$

Finally, the headroom for the entire run at $v_l$, i.e., $I_h(v_l)$, is defined as the least value of $h_l$ as defined above across all visits to $v_l$ during the run (it is taken as 1 if $v_l$ was not visited at all during the run). Intuitively, the headroom is the difference between the highest value sought to be computed at the location $v_l$ during the run and $I_{\text{max}}$, expressed as a ratio of $I_{\text{max}}$ itself.

The headroom can be defined for minimum value wrap around analogously. We provide more details about how the formula above can be computed by actual instrumentation in Section 4.

### 4 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe the implementation of our approach, along with instantiation of this approach for finding buffer overrun and integer overflow vulnerabilities as described in Section 3. We have implemented our approach as an extension of AFL. AFL has been a popular platform for researchers to implement and evaluate extensions to fuzzing [4, 17, 24]. AFL is a fuzzer for C programs. Our extensions to AFL include changes to maintain two populations of test inputs, to select test inputs from Population 2 for fuzzing, to calculate the fuzzing potential for a Population 2 test input, and logic to retain a Population 2 test input if it achieved a significantly better vulnerability profile than other Population 2 test inputs in the tree $T_G$. We had described all these changes conceptually in Section 2.

AFL comes with a compiler that instruments the given program to compute the branch-pair profile at run-time. Using the CIL [19] program transformation framework, we have implemented a source-to-source pre-processor that adds extra instrumentation to the program to-be-tested to populate the vulnerability profile at run-time. Our instrumentor runs first, and our instrumented program is supplied to AFL’s compiler for AFL’s instrumentation to be added. Our instrumentor adds a separate table in shared memory for communicating the vulnerability profile from the test run. Similar to AFL’s visit-count table, each entry of our table (which is a headroom at a vulnerability location) is a 8-bit value.

#### 4.1 Buffer overrun instrumentation

Here we describe how we have implemented buffer overrun instrumentation. CIL’s simplifier converts all buffer-writing statements into the form “*ptr = exp”. Hence, we only need to instrument statements of this form.

We illustrate the buffer-writing instrumentation using the example program in Figure 3. The code shown in blue colour is not part of the given program, and is instrumentation added by our approach. This program reads a NULL delimited string into an input buffer ‘inp’ in Line 6 and copies this string into an output buffer ‘obuf’ in Line 9. In this program there is a potential buffer overrun at Line 9, which will be exposed by any input string with length more than 50 characters.

To instrument a buffer-writing statement, our instrumentor uses CIL’s built-in pointer analysis. The pointer analysis identifies the statement(s) where the buffer(s) that ptr may potentially point to are declared/allocated. The instrumentor adds actual headroom instrumentation for a buffer-writing statement only in cases where the pointer analysis returns a unique buffer declaration/ allocation site.

In our example program, the pointer ‘out’ at Line 9 is determined by pointer analysis to point to the buffer ‘obuf’ that is declared in Line 3. Our instrumentor introduces and initializes two global instrumentation variables right after each such buffer declaration/allocation site. Lines 4-5 show this code. The first variable records the starting address of the buffer, while the second records the size of the buffer (see symbols $A_h$ and $s$ in Section 3.1).
of the vulnerability location, and the result from the evaluation of
the expression at the higher bit-width. This function encodes the
calculation that was described in Section 3.2 for maximum value
wraparound checking. (We use an analogous function for minimum
value wraparound checking, which we use only for “minus” state-
ments.) This function first checks whether \( \text{expVal} \) is a negative
number, in which case maximum value wraparound has not
happened. It then checks if the maximum value wraparound
overflow has already happened (Lines 6-10). Otherwise, it calculates and
stores the headroom in Line 14.

Currently, our implementation does not check overflows that
occur due to type casting and bit-shift operations. Also, it does not
handle integer types with bit-widths other than standard 32-bit
integers.

## 5 EVALUATION

In this section we provide evaluation of our approach in the context
of buffer overrun vulnerabilities (BOV) as well as integer overflow
vulnerabilities (IOV).

### 5.1 Benchmark programs

For our evaluations we have used a set of eight “MIT Bench-
marks”\(^1\) [28] programs, as well as the “SV-COMP benchmarks”.
The MIT Benchmark suite has been used by previous researchers
to evaluate symbolic-execution based techniques that detect buffer
overflow vulnerabilities [22]. The SV-COMP benchmarks are used in
premier competitions such as SV-COMP [1] and Test-comp [2],
to compare and evaluate state-of-the-art tools that are based on
static analysis [3], symbolic execution [6], or fuzz testing [7, 16],
and that identify vulnerabilities such as integer overflows, errors
such as assertion violations, etc.

We compare the performance of our tool, which we call AFL-HR,
with two baselines: AFL, and the directed fuzzer AFLGo [4]. We
used two machines in our evaluations: one with an Intel i7-6700
processor and 32 GB RAM, and one with an Intel i7-8700 processor
and 64 GB RAM.

### 5.2 Buffer overrun vulnerabilities

The names of the MIT Benchmarks that we use are s1, s3, s4, s5, b1,
b3, b4, and f1. These eight MIT Benchmarks, between them, have
each vulnerable buffer overrun locations. These locations have been
identified by the suite designers, and serve as a ground truth for
our evaluations (although this information is not made available
to the tools in our evaluation). For each benchmark we made a
single small seed test input, and gave it to all three tools. Each tool
was given a budget of 3 hours for each run on each benchmark,
and was run 5 times on each benchmark in order to mitigate the
effects of randomness that is present in each tool. Note that this
evaluation is more rigorous than tool evaluations in competitions
like SV-COMP and Test-Comp, as they evaluate each tool based
on only one run on each benchmark. We have used Mann-Witney
U-Test [15] for validating the performance of our tool with respect
to the two baseline tools.

Table 1 and Figure 5 summarizes the results of the evaluation. In
Table 1, Column 2 shows the benchmark name. Column 3 shows the

\[^1\]http://bitblaze.cs.berkeley.edu/lese/lese_benchmark_100208.tar.gz
Table 1: Average number of buffer overflow violations detected by each tool and results of statistical significance tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Number of known vulnerabilities</th>
<th># vuln. locations detected</th>
<th>Statistically different?</th>
<th>Significantly different?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>s1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8 (A), 10 (B), 17 (C)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>s3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 (A), 2 (B), 3 (C)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>s4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 (A), 3 (B), 4 (C)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>s5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0 (A), 0 (B), 1 (C)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>b1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (A), 1 (B), 1 (C)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>b3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (A), 1 (B), 1 (C)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>b4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (A), 1 (B), 1 (C)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>f1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (A), 1 (B), 1 (C)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, our approach AFL-HR finds a total of 29 (from the total of 46) vulnerabilities within 3 hours, while AFLGo and AFL found 19 and 16 vulnerabilities, respectively. All the vulnerabilities found by AFLGo and AFL also found by AFL-HR. Furthermore, as the plots reveal, AFL-HR finds the vulnerabilities much faster. For instance, by 1 hour, AFL-HR has found 26 vulnerabilities, while in the same time AFL has found only 16 vulnerabilities and AFLGo has found 17 vulnerabilities. The statistical significance test shows that AFL-HR detected significantly more buffer overflow violations than AFL and AFLGo in 50% of the programs.

5.3 Integer overflow vulnerabilities

Our primary benchmark suite for this evaluation is the suite of SV-COMP 2019 benchmarks. We use 177 integer overflow benchmarks, with each benchmark known to have one vulnerable integer operation. These benchmarks being smaller in size, each tool was given a budget of 900 seconds per benchmark (this timeout is a standard in the SV-COMP and Test-comp competitions). Each tool was given three seeds, which contained zero, the smallest negative number and the largest positive number, respectively. Each tool was run 5 times on each benchmark.

Figure 6 summarizes the results, in the same format as in Figure 5. We show the plots only until the first 400 seconds, as after that point all tools have identified almost the same number of vulnerabilities. It is notable that in the first 15 seconds itself, AFL-HR found 143 vulnerabilities, while AFLGo found 118 vulnerabilities and AFL found 110 vulnerabilities. Further, when we consider all vulnerabilities in all benchmarks, the increased number of vulnerabilities found by AFL-HR compared with both AFL and AFLGo in the first 15 seconds is statistically significant. At the end of the entire 900 seconds, AFL-HR found 148 vulnerabilities, AFLGo found 146 vulnerabilities, and AFL found 147 vulnerabilities. On average, AFL-HR needed 7 seconds to find each vulnerability, while AFLGo needed 27 seconds and AFL needed 42 seconds.

6 RELATED WORK

In this section we compare our work with related work across three different categories.

In recent years there has been a large body of reported work on greybox fuzz testing [11, 21, 27], as this approach has been found to be scalable and practical. Basic coverage-based greybox fuzzing approaches came first. Subsequently, researchers have proposed extensions such as to prioritize the coverage of low-frequency paths [5, 7, 21, 24], and to direct fuzzers to reach more quickly a given set of target program locations [4].

FuzzFactory [20] is a framework for instantiating a fuzzer with domain-specific testing objectives. Our approach cannot be seen as a possible instantiation of their approach, as they maintain a single population of test inputs, and use AFL’s default selection logic to select test inputs to fuzz from this population. In other words, test inputs that are more fit as per the domain-specific objective may
not be fuzzed more, unlike in our approach. Also, their paper does not focus on detecting vulnerabilities.

None of the approaches mentioned above are targeted at identifying difficult vulnerabilities that get exhibited only in runs that reach vulnerability locations with certain specific vulnerability-inducing program states.

Whitebox techniques employ deep analysis of code using symbolic or concolic execution, which enumerates paths systematically and symbolically up to a timeout [6, 13]. These techniques should be able to identify vulnerability exposing test runs. However, their scalability is known to be low. Unlike greybox fuzzers, they are generally not good at finding vulnerabilities that are induced by execution paths that need to iterate loops numerous times.

A number of SBST approaches [12, 25] calculate how close a conditional came in a run to evaluating to a desired value (true or false) that would send control to an exception statement. They use this distance as a fitness metric to guide the test exploration effort towards the exception statement. Our headroom notion is similar to this closeness. The main novelty of our work is to bring this idea into a prototypical greybox fuzzer (AFL) with a set of practical design decisions. The main contrast between fuzzers and SBST is that fuzzers use lightweight and scalable heuristics to maintain and evolve a population of test cases, whereas SBST approaches typically use an optimization formulation to search for ideal test inputs or test suites.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we addressed the challenging problem of exposing vulnerabilities that are exposed by runs that reach vulnerability locations with specific vulnerability-inducing program states. We proposed an approach that for the first time uses vulnerability-specific fitness metrics to generate and retain test inputs that come closer to exposing vulnerabilities. An evaluation of our tool on commonly used benchmarks reveals that our approach either detects multiple times more vulnerabilities or detects them much quicker over the baseline AFL as well as over a recent directed fuzzer.

A limitation of this paper is that while we have evaluated the approach on benchmarks that are used by researchers or in competitions, we have not evaluated it on large programs. For this, we feel we need to migrate our instrumentation approach to use LLVM (rather than CIL), for example, by enhancing runtime memory checkers such as Address Sanitizer (ASAN) [23] to instrument the program to precisely track memory operations and their headroom during the program execution. These would constitute interesting directions for future work. It would also be interesting to instantiate our approach to other challenging types of vulnerabilities, like failing assertions, using memory after freeing, SQL injection attacks.
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